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Abstract 
Many technical and natural systems are characterized by presence of inherent or loading induced series of length 
scales. The fracture processes in such systems have many features and are adjusted by scale interaction. In particular, 
ordered systems of faults or cracks can be formed. Different scenarios of fracture process ordering are analyzed (in 
particular, the possibilities of ordered multiscale crack systems formation accompanied by increasing or decreasing 
the scales of the sequentially formed cracks sub-systems are illustrated). The problem of providing safety and 
reliability of the hierarchical technical systems is discussed accounting for the possibilities of energy redistribution 
between the scales of the system at fracture and probabilistic aspects of fracture processes in such systems. Examples 
of prevention of catastrophic failure in a hierarchical system are also given. The paper is based on the studies 
performed by the author and his team as well as on the available publications of other specialists. 
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Bhushan 
Karihaloo and Shouwen Yu. 
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1. Introduction 
Progress in fracture prediction and prevention, evaluation of the residual lifetime of structures and 
design of new materials with high fracture resistance is in many respects related to understanding the 
mechanics of scale interaction at deformation and fracture. By the scales we mean here the scales inherent 
to the materials and media, structures and natural objects as well as the scales induced by the processes 
occurring in the technical or natural systems. 
Experimental studies, analytical and numerical modeling of fracture transition from one scale to 
another accompanied by stressstrain and energy redistribution and localization in complex technical 
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systems belong to actual directions of activity in solid mechanics and fracture mechanics. That is why 
various aspects of the problem of scale interaction at deformation and fracture are permanently 
considered on representative International Conferences and Symposia (see, e.g. [1, 2] where further 
references are given). 
The given review paper is aimed at attraction of attention to several primary problems of linking scales 
at fracture which continue to be or become actual because of their importance for fracture mechanics and 
its applications. 
In connection with fracture by means of crack growth at least two situations different from the point of 
view of scale interaction need to be considered: (1) Single crack formation and growth; (2) Multiple 
cracking at fracture. Modeling and analysis of the first situation leads to the development of the concept of 
scale separation at crack growth. An interaction between the scales (length and force) of the process zone 
and crack in the whole determines the criterion (or criteria) of the crack limit state and growth. In Sect. 2 
this concept and its further development for modeling other fracture processes characterized by formation 
and extension of a cracklike violation of continuity elongated and large as compared to an active zone, 
where fracture preparing and realization occur, is considered. 
Among the processes of multiple fracture one can separate very important class of processes 
characterized by sequential formation of ordered systems of cracks and/or cracklike defects. These 
systems usually are referred to “structures of fracture”. Formation of such structures often leads to 
catastrophic fracture of technical and natural systems. Models and mechanisms of structures of fracture 
formation are analyzed in Sect. 3 with attention to the key role of scale interaction in the appropriate 
processes.  
Echelons of cracks represent the typical example of structures of fracture. 
Formation of a structure of fracture is based on the mechanisms and conditions of nucleation, growth 
and arrest of an element of the structure; redistribution of the stresses near this element; initiation, growth 
and arrest of the adjacent element of the structure; repeating this cycle up to finishing the formation 
process for the structure of fracture of the given level (scale). In turn this structure of fracture can serve as 
an element of the structure of fracture of the next larger scale. 
Similar ideas lead to a discrete – continual approach for modeling catastrophic fracture in hierarchical 
complex technical systems. This approach is discussed in Sect. 4 where a probabilistic model of a fracture 
process in a hierarchical system (of a binary-tree type) is also described. It is demonstrated that within the 
framework of this model one can formulate and solve the problems on optimal protection of the 
hierarchical system by sharing the protection resources of the given volume through the specific levels of 
the system structure. 
2. Concept of scale separation in crack modeling 
Presence in the system several characteristic length scales often allows to simplify an analysis of its 
deformation and fracture (note, that presence in the material at least one structural scale generally leads to 
occurring a hierarchy of characteristic scales at its deformation and fracture. As a typical example one can 
mention nanostructural objects. For instance, transverse sizes of such nanostructural formations as 
nanotubes have a nanoscale while their length has micron or millimeter scales. Larger structural scales 
occur at joining nanotubes in bundles, fibers, etc. Similarly in modern materials hierarchies of structures 
of different scale levels are created. Adjusting these levels one can provide the required combinations of 
deformation and strength characteristics as well as fracture resistance and wear resistance). A 
simplification is attained in those cases if it is possible to introduce adequate small parameters such that 
one can separate the problems which model the processes related to adjacent scales. After solving these 
problems and accounting for that their solutions represent the solution of the complete problem within the 
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appropriate scales one can perform matching of the obtained solutions in the intermediate zones (regions) 
corresponding to the adjacent scales. The matching conditions are determined by specificity of the process 
(problem) under consideration. Just a procedure of the described type is related to the method of outer and 
inner expansions (method of singular perturbations) which is widely used in mathematical physics and 
fluid mechanics (see, e.g.  [3, 4]). From 1970th this method is also successfully used in solid mechanics 
(see, e.g.  [59]). The method is effective for an analysis of the fracture process occurring by the growth 
of macrocracks. 
Let us illustrate (the details of the analysis are given in [6, 7]) the method application for macrocrack 
problem analysis in the conditions when the zones of a crack near its ends (end zones at plane strain or 
plane stress), where nonlinear processes of deformation and fracture preparing take place (process zones), 
are small as compared to the crack size. Denote by d  the characteristic size of the end zone and by "  – 
the crack length. Then one can introduce the small parameter /dH  " . 
If all parameters of the length dimensionality will be referenced to the crack length " , and all 
stresses – to the level of applied stresses V , then the limit transition at 0H o  will lead to the outer 
problem. In this case the solution of the problem on the crack-cut in elastic body in conditions when the 
processes in the end zones are neglected corresponds to the first (main) term of the expansion of the outer 
problem solution. 
On the other hand, the limit transition at 0H o  leads to the inner problem if all length parameters are 
referenced to the length of the end zone d , and stresses – to the characteristic stresses in the end zone and 
caused by the nonlinear deformation processes occurring within it. The main term of the expansion of the 
inner problem solution is related to the solution of the homogeneous problem on a half-infinite crack such 
that the external loads, initial crack size and the body sizes are neglected. For the sake of simplicity let us 
consider the case of the normal tension (Mode I) crack. 
According to the method of the outer and inner expansions an intermediate region of the body exists 
near the crack tip d r  "  ( r  is small distance from the crack tip) where the main terms of the inner 
asymptotics of the outer solution and outer asymptotics of the inner solution being written in the same 
coordinates should coincide. 
In this case the inner asymptotics of the outer solution describes its behavior near the crack end and is 
determined by the stress intensity factor, (out)IK , depending on the external loads and geometry of a body 
with the crack of length " . 
The outer asymptotics of the inner solution describes its behavior at large distances from the crack end 
zone and is determined by the stress intensity factor (in)IK , depending on the parameters of the inner 
problem which are related to the processes in the end zone. 
Thus the condition of matching the solutions of the outer and inner problems has the form 
(out) (in)
I I .K K   (1) 
Since the deformation processes in the end zone occurring at the external loads variation are finished 
by fracture of material within this zone one can conclude that it exists the value of (in)IK  which is related 
to the state of the limit equilibrium within the end zone. This value characterizes the material resistance to 
the crack growth (its fracture toughness) – (in) maxI .K  The condition of the crack growth start can be written 
as follows 
(out) (in)
I I max .K K                                                                (2) 
Hence, matching of the main terms of the outer and inner solutions of the crack problem accounting 
for the processes in its end zones leads to the criterion which was formulated by Barenblatt [10] within 
the framework of the suggested him model of a crack with cohesive forces. The model is based on the 
assumptions about smallness of the end zones where the cohesive forces act, autonomity of the end zones 
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state at attaining the crack limit equilibrium and finiteness of the stresses at the crack tips in that state. 
Traditionally cohesive models are applied for the description of cracks behavior if the size of the end zone 
is about 0.1 of the crack size. In particular, such condition is fulfilled for macro- and microcracks of 
brittle and quasibrittle fracture. 
An estimate of a minimal size of a crack for which the condition of the end zone smallness is valid can 
be obtained by modeling defect nucleation and crack formation in atomic systems. 
Let us consider a lattice model given in [11, 12]. The lattice system consisting of four half-infinite 
atomic chains was suggested. This model represents a generalization of the classical Thompson crack 
model [13] containing only two atomic chains (the reason for using four chains instead of two will 
become clear from the analysis given later on). It was assumed that the interatomic interaction within each 
chain is characterized by the springs having a bending stiffness. The interaction between the atoms of 
adjacent chains was modeled by bi-linear springs (bonds) having the stiffness relative to tension. Crack 
nucleation was modeled by rupture of bonds between the central chains starting from the edge section of 
the system (half-strip of four atomic chains) under the action of concentrated tensile loads applied to the 
edge atoms of the outer chains. The analytical-numerical modeling of the processes of deformation, 
fracture preparing and bonds rupture near the crack tip was performed. As a result the estimates of the 
crack end zone size (cohesive zone) dependence on the crack length and bonds parameters were obtained. 
Generally the end zone in the model consists of two sub-zones. In one sub-zone bond deformation is 
related to the falling branch of the accepted bond traction law (cohesive zone). In another sub-zone the 
interatomic interaction corresponds to ascending branch of the bond traction law. The length of the 
cohesive zone (the number of atoms) is changed as the crack length is changed. Note that this effect is 
related to the presence of two additional atomic chains in the model [11, 12]. These chains provide non-
locality of the model. The cohesive zone length is determined by the crack length and two parameters of 
the bond traction law (its stiffness and work of rupture). It was appeared that the size of the cohesive zone 
is comparable with the crack length for short cracks (at 5÷10 ruptured bonds within a crack) while the 
cohesive zone size equals about 0.1÷0.2 of the crack length at 15÷20 ruptured bonds within the crack. 
These cracks already have nanoscales. One can see that a relation between the sizes of the crack and its 
cohesive zone for such “large cracks” is close to the one in the crack theory at modeling the limit 
equilibrium and growth of macro- and microcracks of brittle and quasibrittle fracture. The model of a 
crack with cohesive forces (“Cohesive crack model”) received last years further progress. A class of 
models occurred in which the end zone smallness is not suggested. Different laws of the material 
nonlinear deformation and/or damage accumulation in the end zones are accounted for. The problem on 
the crack growth is solved numerically (in particular, by the boundary element method (see, e.g. [1416]) 
and finite element methods [17]). 
Studies in this direction are actual and challenging since cohesive models provide a unified approach 
which enables to describe crack nucleation and transition of the fracture process from small scales 
determined by the smallest structural elements to macroscales comparable with the sizes of a component 
(or natural object). 
The method of outer and inner expansions allows to generalize criteria of the type given by Eq. (2) 
accounting for not only the main terms of the expansion of outer and inner solutions. 
Binomial and trinomial expansions were constructed [1820] for the problem on a crack of 
longitudinal shear [18,19] and of a tensile crack in an elastic perfectly-plastic material [20]. Among the 
examples considered in these papers – construction of an essentially precise estimate of the plastic zone 
for a tensile crack in the Dugdale model [21]. A more general model of this type was suggested by 
Leonov and Panasyuk [22]. Remind that in this model tensile cracks in isotropic thin plates are 
considered. It is assumed that nonlinear deformation takes place in narrow zones ahead of the crack tips. 
Normal stresses in these zones are constant and equal to the yield stress of material YV . The length of 
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plastic zones is determined by the condition of the stress finiteness in the outer edges of these zones. 
It was shown in [5, 20] by the method of outer and inner expansions that the outer solution is the 
solution of the elasticity problem on a crack of length which needs to be increased at each crack tip on the 
value 
2
I
Y
Y
ʌ
24
Kr
V
§ · ¨ ¸© ¹
                                                                   (3) 
with the accuracy to 2H  ( H  is a small parameter characterizing the applied load). 
The obtained correction to the crack length equals 1/ 3  of usually used and equal to the plastic zone 
size related to the problem solution within the assumption on a smallscale plastic flow. 
Until now only rectilinear cracks in conditions of plane strain or plane stress states were analyzed. The 
same method can be used for an analysis of curvilinear crack growth [6,7]. Firstly, consider a curvilinear 
crack again in the case of plane strain and plane stress ( (out)III 0K  , where (out)IIIK  is the stress intensity 
factor of longitudinal shear). As opposed to the rectilinear cracks now one needs to suggest smallness of 
the end zone size d  as compared to the curvature radius of a crack at its tip along with smallness of the 
value d  relative to the crack length " . Matching of the main terms of the outer and inner solutions leads 
to the conditions 
(out) (in) (out)
maxI I II( ) , 0K K K                                                            (4) 
in any smoothness point of the crack trajectory. These conditions correspond to the principle of local 
symmetry which states that the crack grows along a smooth trajectory such that in each position of the 
crack tip only normal displacements jump occurs at its advance and the resistance to its growth is 
determined by the same value of the fracture toughness (in) maxI( )K  as for a rectilinear crack. 
Essentially more complex situation takes place for 3D-curvilinear cracks occupying generally a part of 
a curvilinear surfaces [6, 7]. To describe a three-dimensional crack in terms of the stress intensity factors 
one needs additionally to suggest that the width of the end zone (a narrow zone adjoining the crack 
contour) d , is small relative to the curvature radius in the normal section tangent to the contour (two 
conditions of smallness the value d  as compared to the crack dimensions and the curvature radius in the 
normal section perpendicular to the crack contour also need to be fulfilled). Similarly to the preceding 
case of a 2D-curvilinear crack one can show that the condition (out)II 0K   must be fulfilled at the points of 
smoothness of the crack contour at it limit state. 
On the other hand, the limit value of (out)IK  at this state is generally, dependent on the value of (out)IIIK . 
Hence, the criterion of quasi-static growth of a 3D-crack can be written as follows 
(out) (out) (out)
II I III0, ( , ) 0,K K K<                                                    (5) 
where <  is a material function needs to be determined from experiments (or model of a specific 
mechanism of fracture under combined tension and longitudinal shear). 
We considered above smooth plane crack deviation in isotropic brittle or quasibrittle material. Recently 
the criteria of a plane crack deviation in an anisotropic elastic material were suggested in [23]. The 
analysis was based on a generalization of the energetic Griffith approach accounting for an additional 
configurational force acting on the crack tip and associated with the additional release of elastic energy at 
crack deviation [24]. Respectively, the crack growth direction is adjusted by the condition of maximizing 
the energy release rate expressed in terms of this configurational force which leads to the action of a 
torque on the crack tip. 
For the mathematical treatment of the problem on crack deviation the method of outer and inner 
expansions in combination with the crack model given in [25] was used. 
In case of the isotropic material this additional condition reduces to the first condition in Eq. (5). The 
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function <  in the second condition in Eq. (5) is related to the Griffith energy release rate expressed in 
terms of IK  and IIIK . 
The criteria [23] were used in [26, 27] for computer simulation and theoretical analysis of in plane and 
out of plane crack front instability in combined mode I and III. The scenario of front instability of a 
continually growing crack was considered. The parameters of instability including crack front 
segmentation accompanied by formations of facets on the fracture surface were evaluated. References on 
the relevant publications are given in [27, 28]. Note, that in [28] crack growth under mixed mode I+III 
loading was considered in case of predominantly mode I action. Based on the experimental data the 
following criterion for crack front fragmentation was suggested 
II I IC III0, , 0.K K K K                                                 (6) 
As pointed out by the authors [28] this criterion is also a consequence of the principle of local 
symmetry considered above for arbitrary cracks. 
Another scenario was observed in [29] at predominant longitudinal shear and is characterized by 
discontinuously crack tilting around the direction of its propagation. This scenario will be considered in 
Sect. 3 based on recent experimental data and analysis given in [30]. 
The concept of scale separation was considered above to fit to the description of the cracks growth can 
be used for an analysis of other fracture processes if the size of an active end zone where fracture occurs is 
small as compared to the characteristic size (extention) of the region in which the fracture process was 
already finished. Note, that the appropriate statement of the inner problem can be changed essentially 
because of possible influence of other mechanisms and smaller scales of fracture. 
In particular, this concept was developed for modeling of fracture processes in ice cover at a channel 
break by a moving icebreaker [31] and at ridges formation under ice cover compression or cracklike fault 
formation in a system thin coating on a compliant substrate [32, 33]. It is essential that in these processes 
fracture within the end zone can also occur if the stress intensity factor in the vicinity of the tips of the 
cracklike fault modeling the extended fracture region in the outer problem is negative. 
3. Fracture ordering at different scales 
Fracture processes of materials, components and natural objects are often accompanied by formation 
of multiple violations of continuity of different scales forming generally multilevel ordered systems of 
cracks and/or cracklike formations-structures of fracture. Numerous evidences of structures of fracture 
formation in laboratory and field conditions exist (see [34, 35]). Experimental study and modeling of 
ordered fracture under multiaxial loading is very actual and attractive since just formation of structures of 
fracture leads to catastrophic failure of the objects of different nature. 
Several scenaria of structures of fracture formation are realized. One of them is related to simultaneous 
occurring the elements of a structure of fracture or zones of deformation localization. This scenario is 
usually treated as a result of deformation instability at the scale of the whole body or at one or several 
main scales of a hierarchy of scales inherent to structure and texture of material (medium) (see, e.g. [36]). 
A review of the current state of studies of such dissipative structures of continuity violation and 
deformation localization is given in [37]. 
However, many experimental data give evidence of other scenaria of fracture ordering when a 
structure of fracture does not occur at once. Its elements are formed sequentially such that the process of 
the structure of fracture formation requires a certain time interval. A description of a such type processes 
is well correlated with the concept of scale separation at an analysis of deformation and fracture [34,38]. 
If formation of a structure of a certain level is considered then the appropriate inner problem is the 
problem on formation of a single element of the structure. This element determines the inner scale of the 
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complete problem. The outer problem is related to deformation of the whole volume being loaded (its 
sizes are referenced to the outer scale). The conditions of external loading are accounted for by their 
contribution in the stress-deformation state in an intermediate zone at matching the solutions of the inner 
and outer problems. If an analysis of possibilities of structures of fractures of several levels formation is 
performed then it is necessary to repeat similar scales separation accounting for the features of the 
suggested scenario of the process. When it is considered formation of a structure of a scale larger as 
compared to the scale of the structure already formed then the scale of the last structure serves as the 
inner scale since this structure represents an element of the new structure of fracture being formed. Within 
the framework of such multilevel approach one can account for specific mechanisms of deformation and 
fracture inherent to the material (medium), element of component in different scales. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions of changing a scale of a structure of fracture (its rank) have been 
formulated in [39, 40] (see also the reviews [34,38]). The review contains a series of models of observed 
processes of structures of fracture formation in different materials (media) at mechanical loads and action 
of active media. Examples are given of the increasing the rank of structures in the fracture processes in 
porous and layered media. On the other hand, some examples illustrate a possibility for the rank 
decreasing (i.e. formation of the next structure having a scale smaller as compared to the scale of already 
formed structure), e.g. in alloys of layered texture. In some cases, e.g. in plastic polymeric materials, 
fracture process is accompanied by formation of conjugated structures of larger and smaller scales 
relative to the scale of a certain basic structure of fracture. Echelonlike structures are formed in pipeline 
steels of low and medium strength under the hydrogen action. 
For sequential formation of the structure of fracture in a heterogeneous medium are certainly needed 
two mechanisms: a mechanism of excitement of local fracture instability at the level of an element of the 
given rank structure and mechanism of instability suppression at the level of an element of the adjacent 
rank structure. 
Let us consider a characteristic example of realization of such mechanisms in brittle porous media (in 
particular, in effusive rocks and some types of ceramics) in conditions of bi-axial compression with 
unequal components of loads along two axes. Assume for definiteness that a plate of brittle porous 
material contains through cylindrical pores. The external loads are characterized by the main compressive 
stresses 1V , 2V  acting in the plate plane and 1 2V V! . 
Remind, that in case of uni-axial compression by the stress 1V  near the pores tensile cracks arise 
oriented along the loading direction and emanating on the pores contours. The initial stable stage of 
growth of each of these cracks takes turns by the stage of their unstable propagation and coalescence as 
the interaction between the pores is amplified. As a result the plate is separated on a series of plates of 
smaller width oriented in the direction of the stress 1V . 
In case of bi-axial compression the stresses 2V  act in the direction transverse to the direction of initial 
compression 1V  and can stabilize the process of unstable coalescence of microcracks growing from the 
adjacent pores at certain length of a cracklike defect formed by a series of several pores joined by 
microcracks. Redistribution of stresses in the vicinity of such defect leads to the occurring of a possibility 
of nucleation and growth of another similar defect. This new defect is coplanar to the first defect and 
shifted in the direction of the main compression 1V  relative to the first defect. Multiple repeating of the 
process of such cracklike defects formation is finished by formation of a structure of fracture-ordered 
system of cracklike violations of continuity (or crack system). 
In layered systems echelonlike systems of interface cracks can be formed [41]. It is important that the 
orientation of the echelon axis (straight line joining the cracks centers) depends on the type of external 
loads. In particular, in case of tension transverse to the interfaces the axis of the echelon is inclined to the 
direction of tension on the angle |50q while in case of shear loading in the direction of interfaces the 
echelon axis is transverse to the loading direction. The echelonlike crack systems were observed, e.g. in 
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Ti-alloys with layered texture [42]. 
In systems with coatings (or hardened surface layers) the difference of deformation and strength 
properties of the main material and coating can provide both the mechanism of local instability and the 
mechanism of fracture stabilization by means of redistribution of stresses along the coating (or substrate). 
Hence, in these systems fracture ordering is possible. A characteristic example of such process was given 
in [43]. The samples – plates of steel with hardened surface layers (nitration by ion implantation) of sizes 
15 mm u 3 mm u 0.9 mm (or 30 mm u 3 mm u 1.5 mm) and thickness of surface layers 20÷120 Ɋm were 
tested with constant rate of tension (~0.08 mm/min). The fracture process was adjusted by the interaction 
of three sample scales-length, width and hardened layers thickness. Several scenaria of fracture ordering 
were observed. Characteristic elements of two types of the structures of fracture were formed: edge 
through tensile cracks in hardened layers and narrow zones of localized plastic deformations in the part of 
the sample out of the hardened layers. The specific geometric parameters of the structures were mainly 
determined by the difference of the hardened layers strength and yield stress of the base metal as well as 
by the ratio of the hardened layers to the sample width. 
In particular, one of the scenaria was characterized by the following sequence of steps: formation of 
the first edge through crack in one of the hardened layer near a grip, initiation and growth of a narrow 
zone of plastic deformation localization from the crack tip up to the opposite hardened layer, formation of 
a through tensile crack in this layer from the plastic zone tip, initiation and growth of the next narrow 
plastic zone from the trailing tip of this crack. Then the described cycle of steps was repeated. As a result 
in each hardened layer a system of parallel through cracks was formed. Each crack in one of these layers 
was joined by a plastic zone (strip) to a similar through crack on the opposite hardened layer. Models and 
estimates of the parameters of these structures of fracture were given in [43]. 
An interaction of metal coatings with polymeric substrates also leads to fracture ordering (see, e.g.  [44, 45]. 
Formation of echelonlike structures of fracture is inherent to natural systems. In particular, such 
structures are observed in the system ice cover-hydraulic foundation. Field data and modeling were 
given in [4648]. Note, that in this case the reaction of the hydraulic foundation provides stabilizing of 
the growth of an elements of the structure while the external loading is caused, e.g. by the wind and/or 
current. 
Above in this section fracture ordering under the action of uniform external loads was discussed. Often 
structures of fracture are formed in the regions of nonuniform stresses occurring, in particular, near the 
front of main cracks or cracklike defects [34]. 
Now let us consider recent results of experimental study and modeling of a structure of fracture near 
the front of a plane macrocracks of longitudinal shear in combination with loads normal to the crack plane 
(compression or tension) [30]. Remind that in Sect. 2 two characteristic scenaria of a plane crack of 
mixed Mode I and Mode III deviation were pointed out. 
The first scenario is related to longitudinal shear relatively small as compared to normal tension. In 
this case progressive crack front rotation occurs while crack extension being continuous is splited into 
many segments with their individual rotations (see the given above papers [2628]). 
The second scenario is related to the occurring of a set of cracks feathering the crack of predominant 
longitudinal shear. Later on just this scenario is considered. 
In [30] the results of experiments on modeling materials (gypsum, cheese) were given. To create a 
combinations of longitudinal shear with compression (or tension) near the front of a preliminary cut new 
forms of the samples were suggested. Omitting the details let us describe the main steps of formation of 
the observed structures of fracture. Firstly, a series of tensile cracks were nucleated directly at the front of 
the initial rectilinear cut (this system of crack is similar to one observed in [29] samples of polymeric 
material (Solithane type)). At further loading of the sample a subset of the system of small cracks 
feathering the initial cut continues their growth while other were stopped. These larger cracks also form a 
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regular system. This process of crack scale regulation occurred several times up to the exit of the last 
growing subsystems of the cracks on the opposite free surface of the sample. So, the distance between the 
feathering cracks in each sequent subsystem is larger than in preceding one. The energetic estimates of 
the parameters of the resulting multilevel system of cracks were obtained in [30]. In particular, the 
estimates of the angle of orientation of the feathering cracks for each level of the cracks subsystem 
correlate with the observed values. It was confirmed that the orientation of the cracks in the initial system 
coincides with the direction transverse to the maximum tension near the cut front. Respectively, further 
loading of the sample leads to turning the planes of the growing cracks and an increasing the angle of 
their orientation relative to the cut plane. 
4. Scale interaction at fracture of hierarchical technical  systems 
4.1. A structural – continual approach for modeling of catastrophic fracture of complex technical systems 
Catastrophic fracture of complex technical systems (CTS) as a rule envelops a set of scale levels. 
These levels correlate with the scales of separate elements and/or their aggregate (subsystems of CTS) as 
well as with the scales inherent to appropriate processes occurring in the system or initiated by external 
actions (mechanical, physical and chemical). 
Prediction of catastrophes, evaluation of their parameters and consequences, development of 
recommendations for their prevention or reducing the level of their danger require description of 
conformities of initiation and propagation of catastrophic fracture in hierarchical systems accounting for 
actions leading to the catastrophe and accompanying it as well as the properties of media being in contact 
with the CTS under consideration. 
A structural – continual approach for modeling catastrophic fracture of hierarchical systems was 
suggested in [49]. A concept of the rank of the catastrophe relative to given field acting on the system was 
introduced. The rank is a generalized characteristic of the catastrophe scale. The conditions of the 
catastrophe transition from one rank to another are formulated. 
Assume that in the CTS one can settle elements or their groups (blocks) of characteristic scales 
1 2 kL L L   . It is possible but not necessary that elements of one or several scales represent the 
objects of identical or similar geometry. 
Denote by 1 2d ,d , ,d pf f f  the dangerous fields caused by a catastrophe (by dangerous fields we mean 
the fields dangerous from ecological and/or mechanical point of view). 
The catastrophe has the rank jkr if it envelops the scale jL  relative to the field d kf . 
Denote by 1 2, , ,j j jpr r r  the catastrophe ranks of the system relative to the fields 1 2d ,d , ,d pf f f , 
respectively. Then the rank r  of the catastrophe of the system is by definition equal to maximum of the 
ranks 1 2, , ,j j jpr r r  
1
1
max .jn
j k
n p
r r
 
d d
                                                                                    (7) 
Variation of the catastrophe rank jnr  relative to the field d nf  is determined by kinetics and dynamics 
of this field. Different fields d mf  and d nf  can be conjugated and the relevant ranks jmr  and inr  can be 
changed when the catastrophe rank increases. The relation between the ranks jmr  and inr  can be changed 
when the catastrophe rank increases. Increase of the catastrophe rank relative to the one field (its scale) 
can be accompanied by decrease of the rank relative to another dangerous field. 
The catastrophe of i-th rank generation can be caused directly by the fracture process on the level of 
the elements of the scale iL  or can be a result of formation of a catastrophe zone of the scale iL  because 
of fracture of a certain set of elements of the scale 1iL  . 
Description of nucleation and extension of a catastrophe of a certain rank as well as its rank increasing 
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implies availability of conditions of attaining a limit state of separate CTS elements, conditions of 
transition in a limit state other elements of the same scale under the action of the perturbation field 
induced by fracture of an initial element as well as conditions of a catastrophe of the next (larger) rank 
formation. 
Note, that these conditions can be written similarly to the necessary and sufficient conditions of 
formation of structures of fracture (see Sect.3 and references given in [34]). 
The approach generally implies a combination of structural (discrete) and continual modeling. In 
particular, it seems reasonable to model catastrophic failure of separate elements within the framework of 
a structural approach while an analysis of the whole CTS (or its subsystems) reaction on local 
perturbations can be performed based on a continual approach (accounting for the CTS structure). As 
earlier a possibility for scale separation in the problem on the CTS catastrophic fracture occurs and a 
series of inner and outer problems can be formulated and solved (see [49]). 
For some CTS discrete hierarchical modeling of catastrophic fracture can be done (Subsect. 4.2). 
4.2. A probabilistic model of fracture and fracture protection of hierarchical technical systems 
Within the framework of the approach shortly described in Subsect. 4.1 one can analyze the fracture 
processes in specific hierarchical technical systems and consider the problem on prevention their 
catastrophic failure by a special generally multilevel protection. 
Let us illustrate a possibility of such analysis on an example of a CTS with a hierarchical structure 
[50]. A probabilistic model of such systems constructed in [51] implies that the CTS consists of certain 
amount of subsystems (blocks) of different structural levels. Characteristics of subsystems of higher level 
are determined by the characteristics of subsystems of the preceding level. Strength of each block 
characterizes its capacity to resist to an action. 
The following model of fracture of a hierarchical system was considered: 
(1) the system represents a “binary-tree” of the n-th order; blocks of the o-th level consist of the 
elements with statistically uniform strength properties; blocks of the j-th level are pairwise joined 
in the blocks of the ( j+1)-th level; the whole system forms a block of the n-th level; 
(2) all elements are influenced by an action which generally is changed as the fracture process being 
in progress; 
(3) fracture process of the system is initiated by fracture of its elements; a block of the j-th level is 
assumed to be fractured if two blocks of the ( j1)-th level forming the j-th level block endured 
fracture; 
(4) fracture of a block of the j-th level is accompanied by additional loading of all elements of its dual 
block; generally, the intensity of the additional load depends on the block level; 
(5) fracture of a separate element occurs if the criterion of its strength is violated after redistribution 
of loads. 
Further, it is assumed that a protection system exists such that the action can be decreased; the 
protection resources can be shared through the system levels by different manners. 
The protective subsystems should promote localization of the fracture process on one or several scale 
levels and prevent fracture propagation from one scale to another, i.e. prevent an increasing of the 
catastrophe rank (see Sect. 4.1). 
In [50, 51] firstly the following problem was solved: to search for the probability of fracture (or non-
fracture) of a CTS at the given volume and scheme of the protective resources sharing (the direct 
problem). 
It was shown that in a hierarchical system the protection efficiency (power) at the given volume of the 
protective resources can be increased at placement of the protection on the higher level as compared to 
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the level of structural elements of the system. Hence, one can formulate the problem on optimal sharing 
the protective resources of the given volume through the CTS levels. 
The following selectivity principle for distribution of the CTS protection was formulated: the 
protective subsystems should be shared through the scale levels by a manner which provides an extremal 
(minimal or maximal) value of the goal function characterizing the CTS safety. 
The model calculations were performed in case when the probability of the CTS fracture at the given 
actions was chosen as the goal function. The considered examples show that the optimal protection 
(minimal CTS fracture probability) can be provided by sharing the protective resources at the level higher 
than the level of the system elements (the 0-th level) if the optimal variant is searched for in the 
assumption that all protective resources need to be shared at only one of the system levels. It was also 
demonstrated that the essentially lower probability of the CTS fracture can be obtained if it is admissible 
to sharing the protective resources of the given volume at several system levels. 
More general probabilistic models of fracture of hierarchical systems were suggested and analyzed 
in [52, 53]. Accounting for the system hierarchical organization, the random strength distribution of its 
elements and the rule of load redistribution during the fracture process, the author studied the asymptotic 
distributions of the system strength at increasing the amount of the hierarchy levels in the system. A 
classification of the possible asymptotic distributions of the system strength was given. Here we only pay 
attention to one class of the asymptotic strength distributions searched for in [53]. This is the class of 
scale-invariant strength distributions in hierarchical systems. It was proven that a universal asymptotic 
strength distribution is generated in the system with sufficiently large amount of hierarchical levels. This 
distribution is only adjusted by the load redistribution law at fracture of elements and system blocks and 
is independent on the strength properties of the elements of the lowest hierarchical level. Note, that 
existence of scale-invariant strength distributions in the given system means that the size effect of 
strength is absent at least on a certain range of the system scales. 
5. Conclusion 
The concept on a possibility of scale separation to perform an analysis of fracture of materials and 
structures, complex technical systems and natural objects represents one of the central ideas underlying 
modern fracture mechanics. Solving the problems related to adjacent scales and matching their solutions 
according to the procedures based on the method of outer and inner expansions enables to construct the 
approximate solution of the initial problem with the given accuracy. 
Multiple examples show that this concept provides an effective tool for modeling the processes of 
fracture accompanied by nucleation and growth of single cracks (cracklike violation of continuity) and 
crack systems, in particular ordered crack systems (structures of fracture). 
Using the concept for an analysis of mechanical behavior, strength and safety of complex technical 
systems (CTS) leads to new principles for design of CTS protection and CTS of high fracture resistance. 
It seems that some available results of modeling the size effects at CTS fracture can serve as a basis for 
design of CTS as well as materials with hierarchical structure and high fracture resistance. 
Traditionally in fracture mechanics the problem on transferability of the results of testing and 
modeling of small-scale samples fracture for prediction fracture conditions of large structures is 
considered. However, now development of nanotechnologies leads to opposite statement of the 
transferability problem: how to model fracture (and deformation) of nanoscale objects or systems with 
nanoscale coatings by testing or analytical and computer modeling mechanical behavior of the 
appropriate samples or model systems of larger scales. This aspect of scale interaction and transferability 
becomes more and more actual. The first results in this direction seem encouraging. 
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